Architectural
& Home
Surfaces
Cosentino Group is a global, Spanish,
family-owned company that produces
and distributes high value innovative
surfaces for the world of design and
architecture.
Cosentino Group currently distributes its
products and brands to more than 80
countries, directly controlling and managing
its facilities from its 1M sq. headquarters in
Almería (Spain).

The multinational has 7 factories
(6 in Almería -Spain- and 1 in Brazil);
2 distribution hubs in the USA, and over 90
Cosentino Centres around the world. 90%
of the Group’s turnover is generated by its
international markets. Cosentino has more
than 3800 employees around the world
from 32 different countries.

www.cosentino.com

www.silestone.com

The Power
of Quartz at
your Service

The best quartz
surface for kitchen
and bathroom
worktops and
floors.
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Impact
Resistant

Stain
Resistant

Scratch
Resistant

Acid
Resistant

Unique
Characteristics

Certified
Quality

Resistant to scratches and impacts.

Silestone® does not create any substances
that are harmful to the environment, it
complies with all the environmental and microbiological regulations and its production
processes are certified.

Resistant to acids and everyday liquids such
as lemon, wine, etc...

The widest Range
of Colours

More than 80 colours to choose from.
Silestone®’s advanced technology offers
you the largest range of colours on the
market. Exclusive Collections.

Different
Textures
p Polished l Suede
Raw v Volcano

25-year
Guarantee
The only brand with a certified guarantee of
25 years.

Discover Suede, the
velvety soft texture
by Silestone.
Suede is the new sensation for
your senses. It is solf, velvety and
perfect for your countertop.
A revolutionary Matt texture never
seen before in quartz surfaces.

Surface
without
additives

Easy
to clean

The Suede finish maintains the
same famous properties as
other Silestone finishes with a
superior resistance to stains and
marks. Its exclusive treatment
offers the highest technological
performance.

Less
marks

Wide variety
of colours

N-Boost
Technology
on Top

Welcome to
a new era.

N-BOOST is born, Silestone®’s revolutionary
technology that improves the DNA of our
surfaces.

It is particularly useful when these liquids
stay on the surface for hours, making
it easier to clean the stubbornest of
stains. It offers the rest of the mechanical
properties that define Silestone: great
resistance to impact and scratches, large
format manufacturing and versatility of
applications.

Innovation that prevents adherence of liquids,
strengthens shine and intensifies colour.
The hydro-repellent properties of the new
N-BOOST prevent the adherence of everyday
liquids in kitchen and bathroom spaces.

Repels any
Type of Liquid

Long Life
Colours

Surface Shinier
than Ever

Even easier cleaning thanks
to its stronger resistance
against stains.

Thanks to the N-BOOST
technology, the colours
appear more authentic,
intense and renewed.

Now Silestone® shines more
than ever. N-BOOST achieves
a more uniform surface
causing the light to reflect
off it with greater intensity.

Easy
to clean
*Check availability of colours with N-Boost.

www.silestone.com
by SILESTONE

ECO Line
Colour
Series EcoInnovation
Recycled
Materials

Reused
Water

The Silestone® - ECO Line Colour Series is
made up of over 50% recycled materials (mirrors, glass, porcelain, porcelain
stoneware and ash glazes), and 25% of the
materials are the most environmentallyfriendly possible, such as natural stones and
an exclusive plant resin. 94% of the water
used during the manufacturing process is
recycled.

Unique
Characteristics
High chemical, mechanical and thermal
resistance.
Ideal material for sustainable buildings and for
the most varied uses (worktops, floors, walls...)
Recyclable material. Fully recyclable.

A series of colours
created using
recycled materials.

Vegetal
Resin

Colours and
Textures
6 Colours*, adaptable to any decoration
project, in the home as well as in the public
domain. They are all available in Polished
and Suede finish.

25-year
Guarantee
A recycled product that gives you a certified
guarantee. ECO Une Colour Series does not
generate any substance that is harmful to
the environment, it complies with all the
environmental and microbiological regulations
and its production processes are certified.

AÑOS

GARANTÍA

*Check availability of colours for your market.

Sustainable
Environments

www.silestone.com

LINE COLOUR SERIES

Integrity:
Unique in
the world
of Sinks

Integration without
joints. The sink
which forms one
single piece with
the worktop.
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Impact
Resistant

Stain
Resistant

Scratch
Resistant

Acid
Resistant

Total
Integration

Unique
Characteristics

No joints, no cracks, no limits. Integrity
wants your kitchen to be one, so that the
spaces and surfaces have no beginning or
end. Integrity gives you the sensation of
unity, of perfect integration with the rest
of the elements of your worktop. A single
piece, available in an enormous variety
of Silestone® colours that will make your
kitchen seem infinite.

Maximum hygiene thanks to the absence
of joints.

Colours
Available in a wide range of colours and in
Polished or Suede finish. Check colours.

It Incorporates all the advantages of
Silestone® (resistance, low porosity,
hardness...)

Easy cleaning and maintenance.

www.silestone.com

Models
Sinks
Integrity
One Model
The model that defines the concept
of Integrity. A single sink in one piece,
characterised by a curved design. Sizes:
41x51x15.5cm.

DUE L: 37x51x15.5cm ideal as a single or
main sink, and DUE XL: 43.5x67x21cm with
its large size and functionality makes it a
wide and workable sink without losing an
ounce of beauty, all of them are defined by
their straighter shape.

Due Model

Top Model

DUE is available in three sizes:
DUE S: 37x34x15.5cm ideal for a double sink.

With a size of 37x51x15.5cm., Integrity Top
is the new worktop sink, easy to install.

The Reinterpretation
of Natural Stone
The Sensa Treatment
Repels Liquids and
Prevents Stains

Added to the strength and
personality of the SENSA
granites and quartzites, is a
revolutionary treatment for
your kitchen, safe for contact
with food, thanks to its special
NSF certificate.

Unique
Characteristics

Colours and
Finishes

It does not require any type of special
maintenance and the treatment is not
affected by ordinary cleaning.

The Sensa collection is made up of a
selection of granites and quartzites, carefully
selected for their beauty as well as for their
quality.

The treatment supports temperatures of above
300°. The treatment does not alter over time.
The Sensa treatment allows air to pass through
the material, thus avoiding the appearance of
moisture and stains on the surface.

The types of finish available at Sensa are
Polished, Suede (matte) and Caresse.

15-year
Guarantee
The only natural stone
brand that gives you
a certified guarantee.

YEARS

Unlike conventional sealants, Sensa is not a
surface treatment, but treats the structure of
the material chemically.

WARRANTY

The treatment does not modify the original
colour, or the beauty and the natural feel of
the stone.

REGULAR

www.sensabycosentino.com

DEKTON
ULTRACOMPACT
SURFACES

The high-performing,
ultra-compact surface,
ideal for worktops, floors,
walls and bathrooms.
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Highly UV
Resistant

Resistant to Stains
Low Water
Absorption

Maximum
Resistance to
Fire and Heat

Dimensional
Stability
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Scratch
Resistant

Superior Mechanical
Resistance

Resistant to
Abrasion

Fireproof
Material

It Resists
Everything

Relentless
against heat

Very high scratch resistance, practically null
porosity and unalterable aggressive chemical
before-products.

Resistant to high temperatures, kitchen
utensils taken off the cooking area,
Resistant to UV rays.

Limitless
Inspiration

A Worktop
to Enjoy
Very easy maintenance, absence of
fingerprint marks and maximum durability.
Your Dekton worktop is guaranteed for 25
years.
25

YEAR

Design your trendy kitchen with striking colours
and never before seen textures. A great format
for new compositional and versatile solutions
in their possible applications.
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www.dekton.com

Large Format
Infinite Possibilities
Thanks to the size (up to 1440 x 3200 mm) and
the lightness of Dekton (from 8mm thickness),
the design possibilities grow exponentially
in kitchens, bathrooms, façades, walls or
pavements with a heavy footfall.

st
*

*Check Colour availability

Ultracompact surface
with Dazzling Shine and
a Natural Appearance

9
Shine
Crystalline

Surface
Damp-Proof

Resistant to
Ultraviolet Rays
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Resistant to Ice
and Melting

Maximum Resistance
to Stains

Resistant to Fire
and Heat

An unprecedented luminous and dazzling
finish. Achieved as a result of a mechanical
polish, with no need for varnishes or other
materials.

Dazzling
for Nature
A perfect fusion of the beauty of the most
natural shine and the exceptional properties
of Dekton.

Nanocoating
Process
Simply revolutionary.
The latest technological innovation
that provides you with a spectacular
maintenance: a surface that is resistant to
fingerprints and stains and is completely
impermeable.

25

YEAR

Limitless
Shine
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